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"
For"the"first"four"decades," independent"India"had"a"problematic"relationship"with"her"sense"of"history,"
perceiving" the" previous" two" centuries" as" belonging" to" an" unfortunate" colonisation" that" could" not" be"
considered"a"part"of" authentic"history." This"postcolonial"discontinuity" led" to"a"development"discourse"
that" remained" suspended" between" a" sense" of" a" glorious" past" and" an" anticipated" technological"
modernity."
"
Initially"this"suspension"caused"architectural"thought"to"swing"across"these"two"extremes."The"1950s"saw"
a"burst"of"historical" revivalism,"but"by" the"1960s" revivalism"had" run" its" course,"and"with"Chandigarh’s"
influence" a" Corbusian" idiom" was" soon" established" in" the" imagination" and" architectural" language" of"
architects" as" a" symbol" of" the"modernity" that" India" anticipated." This" established" an" umbilical" cord" of"
Western" influence" that" continued"even"once" the" idiom"of" the"Modern"Movement"had" run" its" course."
When" Postmodernism" began" to" gain" ground" internationally" in" the" 1980s," the" quest" for" modernity"
became"overlaid"with" an"anxiety" for" cultural" relevance," leading" to"architects" validating"work"by" citing"
precedents"such"as"Fatehpur"Sikri,"Jaisalmer"or"Jaipur."
"

Figure%1:%The%historical%context%
Left:"Revivalism"–"Hanumantha"Rao"Naidu,"Vidhana"Soudha"(State"Assembly),"Bangalore,"1956."
Centre:"The"Corbusian"Idiom"–"Charles"Correa,"Visvesvaraya"Centre,"Bangalore,"1974."
Right:+Instant"Globalism"–"Thomas"Associates,"Safina"Towers,"Bangalore,"2006.+
%
"
Although"this"trend"was"widely"perceived"as"‘Indian"architecture’,"in"reality"it"was"much"more"localised,"
and" was" largely" produced" by" practices" located" in" three" cities" towards" the" north" and" west:" Delhi,"
Ahmedabad"and"Bombay.1"In"Bangalore,"and"other"cities"in"the"south,"the"situation"was"quite"different."
The"centre"of"gravity"of"the"struggle"for" Indian" independence" lay"along"the"Delhi\Ahmedabad\Mumbai"
axis,"and"the"relative"displacement"of"the"south"from"this"maelstrom,"together"with"the"South"Indian’s"
natural"introspective"algorithmic"bent"of"mind,"led"to"a"radically"different"orientation."The"major"figures"
in" the" first" generation" of" architects" here" (CR" Narayana" Rao," LN" Chitale" and" Bennett" Pithavadian" in"
Chennai;"Narayan"Chandavarkar"and"Pesi"Thacker"in"Bangalore;"and"Laurie"Baker"in"Thiruvanthapuram)"
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did"not"attempt"to"root"their"work"in"any"conceptual"construct"of"nationalist"modernity,"and"favoured"a"
perspective" of" contextual" resolutions" rather" than" overarching" frameworks." There" is" little" historical"
documentation"on"these"pioneers,"but"from"anecdotal"evidence"it"appears"that"their"preoccupation"was"
more"with"quietly"earning"the"respect"of"the"local"community"than"publicly"foregrounding"emblems"of"
Indian"modernity."They"were"uncomfortable"with"publicity."This"was"an"architecture"of"the"background."

"
Figure%2:"The%early%tradition%of%the%background%
Top:"Narayan"Chandavarkar,"Chandavarkar"House,"Bangalore,"1953."
Bottom:" Pesi" Thacker" (Chandavarkar" &" Thacker)," Mathematics" Block,"
Indian"Institute"of"Science,"Bangalore,"1965.+
%
With" its"predilection" towards" the" recognition"of" individual"
didactic"genius,"the"discipline"of"architecture"has"not"given"
much" consideration" to" a" tradition" of" the" background."
Foregrounded" positions" produced" for" public" consumption"
often"deflect" attention" towards" issues" that" are" abstracted"
and" fashionable," rather" than" towards" inclusive"
relationships" of" ongoing" value." The" contextual" orientation"
of" the" background" encourages" human" empathy" and"
respect" for" the" inhabitant" and" other" stakeholders" in" the"
architectural" enterprise." And" the" project\specific"
orientation"of"design"effort"focuses"towards"the"creation"of"
a"grounded"‘sense"of"place’,"eschewing"abstract"symbolism.""
"

But"more"importantly,"an"architecture"of"the"background"is"predicated"upon"a"very"different"notion"of"
culture."To"foreground"a"position,"culture"has"first"to"be"identified"as"a"conceptual"construct,"whereas"in"
a"tradition"of"the"background,"culture"is"assumed"to"occur"as"a"byproduct"of"contextualised"negotiation."
So"if"the"goal"is"to"produce"‘Indian\ness’,"it"is"not"necessary"to"start"with"a"symbolic"language"of"national"
identity;"one"should"just"recognise"that"one"is"dealing"with"Indian"sites,"climate,"people,"and"so"on,"and"if"
one"deals"with"each"of" these"with"rigour," then"an" Indian"product" is"bound"to"occur."For"a"practitioner"
concern" should" focus"on" the" structure"and" rigour"of"ongoing"negotiations," rather" than"on"a" theory"of"
culture." This" is" a" fairly" dramatic" reorientation" of" the" discipline," for" the" central" question" of" ‘What" is"
architecture?’" is" now" contextualised" within" a" wider" question" of" ‘What" is" architectural" practice?’"
Modernity"is"constructed"from"the"ground"up,"rather"than"imported"from"predefined"conditions."
"
In"Bangalore,"architectural"practice"established" itself"within"a" tradition"of" the"background.2" "However,"
this"first"generation"also"contained"an"Achilles"heel"that"prevented"their"legacy"from"having"its"deserved"
impact."The"focus"towards"client"empathy,"when"coupled"with"a"lack"of"critical"detachment,"meant"that"
powerful"external"pressures" could"easily"derail" established"directions."As"a" result," these"architects"did"
not"create"the"conceptual"tools"for"stability,"and"their"trajectory"was"shaken"by"the"drastic"spurt"in"South"
Indian"urban"growth"rates"in"the"1980s."The"exception"was"Laurie"Baker"in"Kerala,"who"remained"stable"
in" a" critical" detachment" provided" by" an" explicitly" articulated" philosophy" rooted" in" a" combination" of"
Gandhian"influence"and"his"Quaker"roots.3"Baker’s"alignment"with"the"background"can"be"seen"from"his"
discomfort"with"publicity,"and"his"insistence"that"design"could"occur"only"through"coming"to"terms"with"
client,"site"and" local"tradition,"but" in"his"commitment"to"a"philosophy,"an"alternative"role"for"theory" is"
constructed."Theory"is"not"seen"as"a"foundational"philosophy"that"guides"practice;"it"is"seen"as"providing"
an" ethical" anchor" to" the" ongoing" negotiations" of" culture," a" means" of" critiquing" practice" in" order" to"
achieve"a"balanced"connection"to"context.""
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This"attitude"was"not" found" in"Bangalore,"and" the" tradition"of" the"background"began"to"waver." In" the"
early"1990s"the"city"began"to"experience"metamorphic"change."National"policy"reversed"direction,"and"a"
regulated"economy"with"an" inward"focus"gave"way"to"a" liberalised"regime"aimed"at"global" integration."
This" reformist"wave"was" led"by" the"new" industries"of" information" technology" and"biotechnology," and"
very" soon" these" Indian" industries" became" significant" global" players." Bangalore" was" a" primary" centre"
from"which" this" change" emerged." It" came" to" be" perceived" as" a" vanguard" city" that"would" lead" India’s"
march"into"modernity"in"the"21st"century,"and"moved"from"the"background"firmly"into"the"foreground."
In" addition," the" national" development" discourse" that" had" been" ingrained" since" independence"
disappeared."Modernity"no"longer"had"to"be"anticipated:"with"the"Indian"city"anchored"publicly"in"global"
production,"modernity"had"arrived."
"
Globalisation"allowed"emerging"segments"of"the"Indian"economy"to"secede"from"the"local"economy"and"
orient"towards"the"global."The"architecture"of"these"institutions"sought"to"anchor"in"the"space"of"flows"
rather" than" the" space" of" places.4" " An" information" technology" company"may" be"more" concerned"with"
how"its"campus"is"perceived"in"California"than"the"view"from"across"the"street."The"new"desires"of"this"
space"of"flows"sought"to"overcome"earlier"constraints"in"construction"technology."With"the"liberalisation"
of" import" tariffs,"messy"non\standardised"site\based" technologies"could"now"be"concealed"behind" the"
newly"available"materials"of"structural"glazing"and"aluminium\composite"panel"cladding."This"was"seen"
as" a" quick" solution" for" producing" the" imagery" of" global" desires," and" was" quickly" established" as" an"
architectural"modernity"of"instant"globalism.""
"
In"this"era"of"predicaments,"Bangalore’s"legacy"of"the"background"acquired"a"new"lease"of"life"with"the"
emergence" of" a" new" generation" of" younger" architects." The" practices" researched" for" this" article" as"
representative" of" the" trend" are" Architecture" Paradigm," CnT" Architects," Hundred" Hands," Total"
Environment,"Mathew"Ghosh"Architects,"Mindspace,"Vivek"Associates"and" InForm"Architects,"with" the"
latter" two" detaching" to" explore" the" direction" of" ‘the" architect" as" provocateur’." This" list" would" not"
constitute"a"full"description"of"the"current"generation"of"the"background,"and"an"attempt"at"a"complete"
list"would"probably"contain"close"to"20"names." If"one"examines"their"histories" it" is"difficult" to" find"any"
common"thread"binding"these"architects"–"many"of"them"have"migrated"from"other"parts"of"the"country,"
and"there"are"no"common"influences"in"terms"of"education"or"epochal"events."Rather,"it"is"the"nature"of"
Bangalore’s" history" that" attracted" a" particular" kind" of" architect." First," the" city’s" growth" rate" offered"
significant" opportunities" for" work;" second," a" great" deal" of" the" growth" came" from" new\technology"
companies"who"did"not"feel"the"constraints"of"convention;"and"third"(and"most"important),"the"legacy"of"
the" background"meant" there" were" no" predetermined" labels" against" which" one" was" forced" to" take" a"
position." These" conditions" drew" architects"who" sought" to" explore" new" possibilities" in"modernity" free"
from"the"baggage"of"prevailing"‘isms’;"who"valorised"experiential"richness"over"symbolic"expression"and"
a"sense"of"place"over"intellectual"meta\statement.""
"
Like"their"predecessors,"these"practitioners"do"not"seek"to"produce"manifestos"that"put"forward"broad"
overarching"positions,"but"what"sets"them"apart"is"their"intellectualism."It"is"clear"from"their"work,"and"
from" conversations" with" them," that" they" believe" every" decision" has" to" be" well" considered" and"
researched"so"that"the"work"exhibits"the"high"degree"of"critical"rigour"that"has"gone"into"its"production."
While"they"do"not"by"any"means"constitute"a"majority" in"the"city,"they"are"forming"the" leading"edge"–"
and" if" one" goes" by" the" amount" of" space" given" recently" to" covering" their" work" in" Indian" journals," or"
national"design"awards"won"in"the"last"three"years,"it"appears"that"the"perceived"cutting"edge"of"Indian"
architectural" design" is" beginning" to" shift" away" from" the" earlier" axis" of" Delhi\Ahmedabad\Bombay"
towards"Bangalore."
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"
A" few" of" them" aligned" with" what" had" become" a" global" trend" in" architecture," where" architecture" no"
longer" sought" to" put" forward" coherent" social" meaning," but" celebrated" vitality" and" the" disruption" of"
conventional"hierarchies:"‘architecture's"role"is"not"to"express"an"extant"social"structure,"but"to"function"
as" a" tool" for" questioning" that" structure" and" revising" it.’5" " A" new" avant\garde" role" was" seen" for" the"
architect"–"the"architect"as"artistic"provocateur."
"

"
Figure%3:"The%architect%as%provocateur%
Top:"Vivek"Associates,"St"Mark’s"Complex,"Bangalore,"2006."
Bottom:"InFORM"Architects,"Tillany"Museum,"Hosur,"Tamil"Nadu,1998.+
%
"
However," in" this" globalised" world," overloaded" with" hyper\
mobile" information" flow," is" there" space" for" the" avant\garde?"
The" information" age" has" created" an" economy" where" the"
scarcest" commodity" is" attention;" for" that" is" what" information"
consumes.6" " A" major" means" of" grabbing" attention" is" through"
novelty"–"and"the"avant\garde"tend"to"be"mined"as"producers"of"
novelty." Their"work" is" detached" from" its" foundation" in" critical"
thinking," taken" for" its" pure" visuality," attached" to" the" artist’s"
status" as" an" iconic" individual" and" utilised" as" a" means" of"
capturing"attention."So"one"gets"the"example"of"architects"such"
as" Frank" Gehry" or" Zaha" Hadid," who" early" in" their" careers"
positioned" themselves" as" iconoclastic" rebels," though" one" now"
finds"them"used"as"vehicles"for"mainstream"branding."

"
Most"of"the"new"generation"of"Bangalore’s"architects"remain"detached"from"global"trends"and"retain"the"
highly" contextualised" orientation" of" their" legacy." They" intensely" reject" an" instant" globalism" of" slick"
facades,"for"it"amounts"to"denigrating"Bangalore"as"nothing"more"than"a"shallow"clone"of"Singapore"or"
Dubai." Their" decision" to" align" with" the" background" is" much" more" conscious" than" that" of" their"
predecessors."Bangalore"is"now"a"foreground"city,"and"this"choice"of"the"background"is"seen"as"crucial"to"
constructing" critical" resistance" to" a" superficial" globalism" that" is"more" insidious" than" the" earlier" drive"
towards"nationalism."They"draw"from"local"and"global"references,"but"distil"this"absorption"through"the"
discriminating" lens" of" a" contemporary" aesthetic" in" order" to" construct" a" palpable" sense" of" place."
However,"they"do"not"seek"to"theorise"on"any"stable"definition"of"place,"and"would"probably"agree"that"
place," like" practice," must" be" continuously" negotiated.7" " " They" are"much"more" comfortable" talking" in"
terms" of" individual" projects" rather" than" any" overall" thread" in" their"work," and" their" sense" of" rigour" is"
oriented"towards"process"rather"than"product."
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"
Figure%4:%Mathew%&%Ghosh%Architects:%A%localised%yet%universal%modernity%
Left:"SUA"House"(Corporate"Office),"Bangalore,"2002"
Right:"MGApl"Design"Studio,"Bangalore,"2004"
"
Figure% 5:" Shibanee% &% Kamal% Architects:%
The%Quest%to%Craft%a%Building%Well%
The" Good" Earth" (Apartment" Building" for"
Total" Environment" Building" Systems),"
Bangalore,"2002."
%
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Figure% 6:" Sanjay% Mohe:% Capturing% “Event%
Space”%
Left:" NSR\GIV" Centre," Indian" Institute" of"
Management,"Bangalore,"2003."
Right:"HLL"Research"Centre,"Bangalore,"2006.+
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Figure% 7:% Chandavarkar% &% Thacker% Architects:%
Towards%a%culture%of%inhabitation%
Above:"Flower"Auction"Complex,"Bangalore,"2006"
Below:"Apollo"College"of"Nursing,"Chennai,"2004"
"

"
Figure% 8:% Architecture% Paradigm:% Absorbing% Local% Influence%
into%Contemporary%Form%
Top:"Brigade"MLR"Convention"Centre,"Bangalore,"2005."
Below:"Manoj"Jain"Weekend"House,"Bangalore,"2006.+
%
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Figure% 9:% Hundredhands:% Seeking% Contextually% Appropriate%
Form%
Top:" Proposal" for" the" Waterfront," Crotone," Italy" (competition"
entry"for"the"2006"Venice"Biennale)."
Bottom:"Hope"Foundation"Matriculation"School,"Puddupattinam,"
Tamil"Nadu,"2007."
%
The" choice"of" remaining" in" the"background"has"now"
become" problematic." Besides" the" foregrounding" of"
Bangalore," the"work" of" these" architects" is" attracting"
public"recognition,"creating"cause"to"wonder"whether"
the" introspective" intellectualism" that" forms" the"
foundation" of" this" tradition" could" become"
compromised." However," are" the" extremes" of"
foreground" and" background" the" only" possible"
positions?" Could" there" be" a" middle" ground" that"
retains"the"quiet"introspective"core,"yet"subjects"that"
core" to" a" critique" of" negotiation?" If" these" architects"
have" emulated" Laurie" Baker" to" stabilise" their" work"
within"a"sense"of"critical"rigour,"perhaps"the"time"has"
come" when" it" is" necessary" to" raise" the" level" of"
critique."This"is"a"gap"that"urgently"needs"to"be"filled"
as" there" is" no" tradition"of"wider" critique"and" review"
of" work" in" order" to" seek" out" its" underlying"
propositions." The" practices" in" Bangalore" remain"
relatively" isolated,"and"are"susceptible"to"a"tendency"
in" Indian"architecture"to"rely"on"rhetoric" rather" than"
theory."The"ethical"dimension"of"Baker’s"philosophy"is"
not" given" the" attention" it" deserves." If" the" legacy" of"

the"background"is"to"seek"its"full"potential," it"must"realise"that"critical"resistance"can"be"sustained"only"
when"it"is"located"within"a"critical"culture."
"
"
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1 As"an"example"of"this"perception,"see"Vikram"Bhatt"and"Peter"Scriver,"After+The+Masters:+Contemporary+Indian+Architecture,"
Mapin"Publishing,"Ahmedabad,"1990."Of"the"52"projects"covered"in"this"book,"41"are"produced"by"architects"located"in"one"of"
these"three"cities."
 
2 The"extent"to"which"the"tradition"of"the"background"took"hold"can"be"judged"from"the"fact"that"Narayan"Chandavarkar,"who"
established"the"city’s"first"architectural"firm"in"1947,"spent"two"years"in"Chandigarh"in"the"early"1960s"yet"remained"detached"
from"the"dominant"Corbusian"current."
 
3 Laurie" Baker," ‘Of" Architectural" Truths" and" Lies’," The+ Hindu,+ Folio" Sunday" magazine," 1" August" 1999." Also" available" at"
http://www.hinduonnet.com/folio/fo9908/99080300.htm."
 
4 Manuel"Castells,"The+Rise+of+the+Network+Society,"Blackwell"Publishing,"Oxford"UK,"2000."
 
5 Wikipedia"entry"on"Bernard"Tschumi:"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Tschumi."
 
6 Michael" H" Goldhaber," ‘The" Attention" Economy" Hypothesis" in" Brief’," http://goldhaber.org/blog/2006/08/30/the\attention\
economy\hypothesis\in\brief/." Also" see" Herbert" Simon," ‘Designing" organizations" for" an" information\rich" world’," in" Martin"
Greenberger"(ed),"Computers,+Communication+and+the+Public+Interest,"The"Johns"Hopkins"Press,"Baltimore,""1971,"pp"40–1.""
 
7 See"Doreen"Massey,"For+Space,"Sage"Publications,"London,""2005.""
 


